FIGURE S1. In--house generation of custom DNA biotinylated baits for ultra--targeted enrichment of cfDNA libraries.
Small genomic regions (~120 bp) known to harbor somatic mutations in the primary tumours are amplified with locus--specific primers carrying M13 tails during 15 cycles of PCR (1). The second round of amplification involves the use of universal 5'--biotinylated and 5'--phosporylated M13 primers during 35 cycles (2). PCR amplicons are then incubated with lambda exonuclease, which specifically degrades the amplicon strands that are phosphorylated at the 5' end, leaving single--stranded 5'--biotinylated baits ready to be used after DNA purification with magnetic beads (3).
5'"Bio0nylated"primer" 5'"Phosphorylated"primer" experiments. The first library (OVC--pt01 (V2)) was enriched with six commercially synthesized XGen© Lockdown© biotinylated baits. The second library (OSS--pt01) was enriched with four DNA biotinylated baits produced in--house.
Both libraries were enriched through two successive rounds of hybridization capture.
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Coverage( Coverage( can be also noticed. VAF stands for inferred allele frequencies of mutant versus wild--type DNA. We spiked in two different amounts of non--fragmented wild--type genomic DNA (HMW--gDNA), accounting for 10% or 75% of total DNA mass, across two parallel sets of serial dilutions of this cell line DNA (Top Table  or "A"). Equivalent cell line dilutions from the two treatments were eventually pooled for the determination of VAFs and absolute mutant molecule quantification given that we did not observe significant differences between the two treatments (Bottom Table  or 
